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Detailed information about MigraDoc’s features¶

Key Features¶

	Create perfect documents “on the fly”
	Import data from various sources via XML files or direct interfaces (any data source that can be used with .NET)
	Supports different output formats (PDF, Word, HTML, any printer supported by Windows)
	Integrates easily with existing applications and systems
	Various options for page layout, text formatting, and document design
	Dynamic tables and business charts
	Re-usable building blocks consisting of text and / or code
	Documents with navigation (hyperlinks and / or bookmarks)



Improvements of Version 1.50¶

	GDI+ build running in Medium Trust on Web server: Works now for PDF files if your code uses a FontResolver that relies only on fonts included with your code (see PDFsharp Sample: Private Fonts)
	Various bug fixes



Improvements of Version 1.30¶

	Private Font Collections for WPF version: load TrueType fonts (e. g. from embedded resources) and use them in PDF documents
	Several bug fixes for WPF version
	Help file for Visual Studio 2008 (and 2005): context help for PDFsharp and MigraDoc classes available if you hit F1
	Standalone Help file for Windows: .CHM file that can be viewed without Visual Studio




Improvements of Version 1.20¶

	Can use either GDI+ or WPF
	Includes preview of XPS to PDF converter
	Includes binaries (DLL files, nowadays called Assemblies)
	Please note: Developed for and tested with .NET 2.0 and Visual Studio 2005 and with .NET 2.0/3.0 and Visual Studio 2008.



Improvements of Version 1.00¶

	Improved support for Unicode
	Font embedding and subsetting
	Bug fixed in connection with Acrobat 8
	New sample demonstrates using PDFsharp and MigraDoc to create a document
	Please note: The support for .NET 1.1 and Visual Studio 2003 was dropped. Developed for and tested with .NET 2.0 and Visual Studio 2005.



Improvements of beta 4¶

	Support for Unicode
	Various bug fixes
	Many minor improvements



Improvements of beta 3¶

	Bug fixes
	Many improvements



See the PDFsharp Overview and the MigraDoc Overview.


    

